
Chapter 4 

“Shatter and soldier on.” JPD 

 

A few days after I met my neurosurgeon, I talked to my OB/GYN. You may be 

wondering; why the rush to get this procedure done? I needed a hysterectomy because the year 

before, in October of 2017, I had an endometrial ablation. Essentially the inside of my uterus was 

electrocuted so the lining would die. In theory, it was supposed to prevent me from having a 

monthly cycle. It worked to the extent that it cut my monthly hemorrhaging in half.  

I was pleased with the results initially. I remember Christmas shopping with Maddy one 

night in December, a few months after the procedure.  

We got in the car and I said, “Hey, not to brag, but I only used five tampons today! 

She looked at me and burst out laughing.  

“You know, that actually is quite a feat for me. Normally by this time of night on day two, I’ve 

gone through half a box.”  

She continued to laugh, “Mother, you’re ridiculous. T.M.I by the way.”  

“If I can’t share my good fortune with you, who can I share it with?”  

A little backstory here. To say I nearly bled to death once a month would not be an 

understatement. I had anemia; tired all the time. Also, in the years leading up to my procedure, I 

had debilitating cramps at least one day of my cycle each month. Sometimes I was blessed to not 



get the cramps, and I would be lulled into a false sense of security, hoping my body was going 

into menopause. The level of blood was always frightening though.  

My doctor recommended a hysterectomy but opted to try the ablation first. He understood 

my concerns about wanting to be laid to rest one day with all my parts and pieces and favored 

trying the least invasive procedure first. If it worked, then that would be a win for both of us, 

major surgery avoided.   

However, in March of 2018, five months after my procedure, I ceased to have a normal 

cycle entirely. In lieu of bleeding, I now had debilitating cramps, safely equating them to labor 

pains. Having delivered both my kids naturally, I can easily say these cramps were right up there 

on the pain scale with the portion of labor which alerts a woman that it’s time to push.  

When they arrived, normally I was able to wait them out, but it was excruciating. Advil 

usually stopped them within the hour. However, based on what was happening, it became clear 

that it was time for my uterus and I to part ways. It had been fried and was pretty angry with me.  

My doctor called and I had to take the call outside. I work on the campus of Southern 

New Hampshire University in the student center. Since I have no privacy in my office, I need to 

take personal calls outside. The student center is one building in a quad, and behind my building 

are some small stone benches. I went out and sat on the bench nearest the Green Center; looking 

at the student center.  

“Judy, Scott Crandall. You met with Dr. Simmons yesterday. How’d that go?” 

“Really well. Jeff and I were initially thinking of getting a second opinion in Boston, but after 

talking with him, he put my mind at ease, and I think I’ll just have my surgery in Lebanon. He 

made it sound like it would be as simple as an appendectomy.”  



My doctor chuckled, “That’s a surgery that amazes me. Brain surgery. I can’t imagine it’s as 

easy as an appendectomy.” 

“That’s how he made me feel. I left there feeling pretty good.” 

“I’m glad to hear that. We need to chat about your next surgery.” 

I held my breath; I could feel the anxiety snarling my chest. “I’d really like to put this off until 

spring if I can.” 

He paused for a beat. “I don’t recommend that course of treatment. You need a hysterectomy. 

It’s not an optional surgery at this point. It’s now a matter of timing. If your brain surgery goes 

well, there is nothing that should prevent you from having this procedure shortly after it. You’re 

strong and in good shape. I wouldn’t have any hesitation doing it.”  

I got up from the bench and began to pace. In a millisecond I ran through a scenario 

where I had two surgeries in the course of six weeks, and never got to return to health, 

continuing to feel isolated and cut off from the world, unable to catch my breath and return to 

normal … following brain surgery. No! 

“I really don’t like that idea,” I half spoke, half whispered, cleared my throat and added, “Say 

nothing about how close it would be to ski season. I can’t imagine not being able to ski this year. 

Also, in October Jeff and I start getting everything ready for Ride and Ski. 

Side note here: The Ride and Ski Card is my husband and mine home business. Our 

customers receive discounts at 25 ski areas throughout New England. The card is the product we 

sell, and it lists the discounts for each of our participating mountains on the back. Cardholders 

present it at the ticket window, much like a coupon, the get the discount at a mountain when they 



purchase their lift ticket. For example, if a skier goes to Killington Resort mid-week, with our 

card they would get a half-price lift ticket for the entire season. Our cardholders reap the benefits 

of the card for the entire winter.  

 Part of our business plan includes hosting après ski parties each weekend of the ski 

season at one of our mountains. These events help mountains make extra money through food 

and beverage sales, and we raffle off product from our sponsors. All the proceeds benefit the 

Children’s Hospital in Dartmouth, NH. We’ve met a tremendous amount of people through these 

weekly events.  

We are a two-person shop and do all the production ourselves, and October is our busy 

time. Jeff lines up our mountains and discounts in the fall, while I begin production of our 

brochure and card. We kick off our selling season at the Boston ski show in November, so 

October is our big push. The fact that I was laid up in September would already put us behind. I 

couldn’t imagine going from one surgery to another and leaving Jeff with everything to do. Say 

nothing of the mental anguish on me.   

I took a big breath and fought back tears unsuccessfully. I wasn’t gasping, but I was 

crying at a pretty good clip as I continued, voice shaking, “I really don’t think I can think about 

going into this surgery right away. I’m so afraid I won’t bounce back for skiing, and I can’t leave 

Jeff alone trying to get ready for the ski show. I need to be ready to do the ski show.” 

“If I can do the procedure vaginally, then you’ll be back on your feet in three weeks. It is now a 

minimally invasive procedure.” 

I stopped pacing, stopped crying, and sat back down, “And if you can’t? What if I need a full 

abdominal procedure?” 



“Then the recovery is closer to six weeks.”  

I began to cry again; my insides churning. My mind raced, “One six week surgery to another. I 

need to think about this.”  

“I’ll be waiting to hear from you. If I don’t hear from you before your surgery, good luck with 

everything.” 

“Thank you,” I sniffed and ended the call. As I walked away, I said out loud to myself, “I need a 

tissue,” and walked around the building to try and compose myself, sniffing audibly.  

  I was frantic and felt the Abyss trying to crack my chest open again. After my walk and 

some deep breathing, I returned to the office to distract myself with work, but my mind wouldn’t 

stop racing. I was looking forward to my first counseling session that afternoon.  

I ate lunch and left to meet my therapist. This poor woman had no idea what she was in 

store for. I stormed into her office and unloaded. Two surgeries in six weeks, one of them brain 

surgery, contrast, lack of routine, anxiety, the Abyss … so much more.  

“I don’t think I can do both surgeries. I can’t. My biggest fear of surgery is that feeling of 

isolation. 

She nodded. I was sitting on a well-worn sage green couch. The office was small. It had a 

non-functioning fireplace in it, deducing it didn’t work because it had a cracked pieced of 

Plexiglas over the front.  

Tanya sat in an overstuffed floral armchair across from me. There were two windows, 

one to my right and one behind her. A bookshelf sat under the window behind her. I looked out it 

at the old, brick mill buildings surrounding the office and tried to compose myself. 



“I hate the idea of being laid up. I hate it. The idea that life goes on around me. Everyone still 

gets up in the morning, goes to work, gets their kids off to school, goes home from work, and 

eats dinner. The world goes on without me as I recover. It feels so isolating. I feel so alone. 

Everyone forgets me.” I started to cry again. My mouth was so dry; I took a guzzle of water, 

hands shaking as I put the cup down.  

The rest of our conversation was a blur, but I remember she taught me about grounding. 

She had me sit with my eyes closed, feet flat on the floor. I put my hands on my legs and 

breathed in a few deep breaths then out again. Next, she had me open my eyes and look at 

something on the wall and focus on it. Then I looked for four to five other things. This exercise 

got me out of my head, forcing me to pay attention to life around me. It helped me to anchor to 

the world, and escape my miserable mind.  

After the grounding exercise, she helped me decide to not schedule my second surgery 

right away before the brain surgery, feeling it was wearing on me mentally, and it would only 

serve to cause me too much stress. I agreed.  

After the appointment, I felt better about my surgery decision. However, as I drove home 

I thought about the fact that I would eventually need that second surgery, and the first one was 

making me a wreck. Someone was going to open up my head; King Tut’s tomb, a vault that 

should never be breached. I got myself so worked up, by the time I got home I fell apart. The day 

was so draining. I entered the house, and Jeff was in the front room in his rocking chair, 

unusually not on the phone. I walked in, falling on the couch.  

Jeff tried to talk, but I cut him off. “I can’t take this. I cannot take this. It’s too much. Why is this 

happening to me?” I gasped and sobbed. I couldn’t stop the tears, much like what happened to 



me in the MRI. But these tears were hot and heaving. I lay on my back, eyes closed, fists 

clenched at my sides.  

He was silent for a moment, “What wrong?” 

“I can’t take what’s happening to me now. It’s too much.” I lay still but could hear my heart 

hammering in my head.  

“But you’re doing so great;” he shouldn’t have said that. 

“You have no fucking idea how I’m doing. You are so detached from me; you have no clue!” I 

spat out the words like venom, still laying on my back, eyes closed. Having grown up in a 

household where my parents hurled the F-bomb at each other like knives, I very rarely used it. I 

wasn’t looking at Jeff, but he knew if it was in play in our conversation, I was pretty upset.  

Despite my warning, he continued, “You seem so good. You get up every day, go to work …” 

I cut him off again, “You have no clue how I’m churning inside. I talked to Crandall today and 

he wants me to get my hysterectomy done six weeks after my brain surgery. I can’t do that.” I 

slapped the back of the couch with my palm. 

“You have to do what he wants you to. It sounds like a quick turnaround between surgeries, but 

if he says it can be done …” 

I flew up from the couch and rounded on him, almost tripping on the coffee table. “Do you have 

any idea how afraid I am? I hate the idea of this fucking surgery,” I yelled, pointing at my head. 

Yup, he looked shocked that I dropped another F-bomb. “Everyone will forget me. Life will go 

on around me and I’ll be alone here trying to get better. And then I’ll have to do it all again in six 

weeks after getting my fucking head split open.”  



He looked at me for a moment, sad, bewildered, “You won’t be alone. Maddy and I will be 

here.” 

“You don’t get it. You just don’t get how I feel. You keep minimizing my feelings. Telling me 

I’m doing great when I’m not. Why can’t I fall apart and be afraid? Why don’t you see how 

afraid I am? Why don’t you see how I’m struggling? And yeah, you guys will be here, but you’ll 

still be doing what you both do every day. My days will be changing.”  

He tried to respond, but I stormed away and went upstairs to crawl into bed. I lay on my 

side, covers pulled up over my shoulder and under my nose and sobbed. I felt so sorry for 

myself, so afraid. The shattering that kept happening inside finally breached my hull, unable to 

contain it anymore.  

Jeff let me cry for a few minutes and came up to join me under the covers. He gathered 

me up and I rested my head on his shoulder. 

“I’m sorry. I’m not trying to upset you. From where I stand you have it all together … I’m not 

trying to hurt you by saying that. I think you’re strong. And, I’m not trying to minimize your 

feelings.” 

My tears were soaking his shoulder where my head rest. We didn’t speak for a few 

minutes.  

“I know you’re trying to make me feel better. But I don’t need to be lifted up and told how good 

I’m doing. I feel like a mess and I’m terrified.” 

“I know you are. I just want to make you feel better.” 



“I know, but that doesn’t help. It only makes me feel worse because I feel like you don’t 

understand me.” 

He was quiet for a second and spoke, “I don’t understand. It’s hard. I can’t imagine how you 

feel.” 

I knew he didn’t, it was apparent, but he was trying to help the only way he knew to help, 

and that was with affirmations.  

We lay there in silence for about 10 minutes. He rubbed my head and I stopped crying. 

“You ok? Sorry, I know you’re not ok. But do you want to get up?” 

“Can we just stay here for a few minutes?” 

“Yup,” he held me tighter and I pulled the covers up higher under my chin.  

Something happened that day. I finally cried and the tension released. I felt a bit lighter. 

My mouth was still the Serengeti, but I began trying to feel as good as Jeff told me I looked. I 

was still so afraid but decided to try and stay in the moment and not look too far ahead, 

especially trying to keep the damn hysterectomy out of my mind.  

The next day I went to work and thought through my plan. I decided September 10th was 

going to be surgery day; a Monday seemed like the best day. If I had to stay in longer than a few 

days, then I would be there midweek when my doctor would be there. It also gave me a few 

weeks to prep physically and mentally for the day. I had to go into this on my own terms.   

# # #  

 



Two days later I took some time off work and went to Cape Cod with a few couples we 

met through Ride and Ski. They were our cardholders and we kept seeing them at our weekend 

events. Over the years we hosted a few trips to Banff, Alberta in Canada, and these couples came 

with us. We bonded over ski and travel, and became very close. Jeff and I count them as family, 

and they were anxious to see us, as they knew about my brain tumor and wanted to spend some 

time with us.  

Our other friends, Tim and Andora, live in Yarmouthport, and Andora owns The 

Compass Rose Inn. They’ve hosted our Cape Cod summer get together for two years now.  

I got up Friday morning and made a conscious decision that this was going to be like any 

other Ride and Ski weekend, with sand rather than snow, and shook off the blues. We packed 

and left early. If you’ve ever been to the Cape in August, then you know you have to leave early 

to avoid waiting until Sunday in traffic to cross the bridge to get to your destination.  

We were clipping along; I checking Jeff’s email on his phone when it dinged, playing 

secretary. Maddy sat in the back. I controlled the radio, wanting to listen to all the fun music to 

make me happy. I know Jeff and Maddy wanted me to escape and have fun so didn’t give me a 

hard time about forcing them to listen to my BPM playlist.   

After an hour and half, and checking Jeff’s e-mails a dozen times, his boss sent an e-mail 

asking for help at a job fair at the end of the month. He’d need to travel for it and be gone a few 

nights.  

“You want to type back to Stephen and let him know I’d be happy to help. He said he needed me 

for three days, right?” 



I didn’t say anything and dropped his phone on the center consul. I quietly started crying and 

faced the window.  

“What? What happened? What did I do?” 

I couldn’t talk.  

“Jude, what’s wrong?”  

Jeff was genuinely confused.  

“You can’t leave me Jeff. Why would you even think about leaving me before my surgery?” 

“I’ll be back in plenty of time.” 

“You can’t leave me.  

Since my diagnosis, I developed this habit of reaching out and putting my hand on his 

back in the dark at night. I knew he was there, but physically feeling his warm skin under my 

hand offered so much comfort. I wasn’t alone floating in the darkness of our bedroom; the room 

where the Abyss crashed unceremoniously into my life those many years ago.  

Most nights when we went to bed, he would come over without my bidding, and wrap his 

arm around my shoulders and pull my head onto his right shoulder. I would get drowsy while he 

rubbed my head. Many nights I wondered how this would happen after the surgery; cuddling 

would be gone for a while, unable to lay on the left side of my head. But reaching out and feeling 

him there in dark that would always be a thing. The surgery couldn’t take that from me.  

I was so afraid to be alone now. Whether Jeff understood my angst or not, he couldn’t 

leave. I knew that sounded selfish, but he was my anchor, keeping me grounded to this world. 

Under the best of circumstances, I don’t like it when Jeff travels. It just feels wrong being alone 



with Maddy in the house at night. You know, that alone thing and anxiety I struggle with. Well, 

it’s heightened when Jeff is gone.  

Anyway, if he left me before surgery, I was afraid he wouldn’t have anyone to come back 

to. I was certain the Abyss would swallow me up one night all alone in our bed.  

“Please, you can’t be gone now. You can’t change our routine. 

He didn’t say anything. Out of the corner of my eye I saw him just staring at the road.  

“Do you get it?” I finally turned my head from the window and looked at him.  

“I don’t get it, but if you need me I won’t go. This would be a chance for me to see Stephen and 

we could talk about my job.” 

Jeff’s manager lives in another state, so he rarely gets to have face time with him. I 

understood where he was coming from, but I always felt like family trumped work.  

“I know why you want to do this, but I need you now. I feel like I should be more important than 

work now. Am I wrong?” 

“No, you’re not wrong. Just don’t answer his e-mail.”  

We arrived at the Cape about an hour later and checked in. Andora and I hugged and she 

asked how I was. We weren’t very close yet, like we are now, so she was cautious, not wanting 

to overstep. I assured her I was good.  

We got changed. John, Michelle, and Sara had followed us down, so we all got ready for 

the beach and went. Jeff and I good again. My angst about his travel assuaged.  

# # # 



The weekend was fun and relaxing. I got some face time with dear friends who I’d only   

cried with and spoken with over the phone. It was nice to see them and assure them I was fine. 

After the metric ton meltdown I had a couple days before, I really was feeling better. Still quite 

edgy and nervous, but looking forward to getting the surgery done and having it in my rearview.  

The days turned into weeks, and before I knew it was the first week of September. I work 

for the office which is tasked new student orientation; the fall program that welcomes all new 

students to campus is called First Days. My director and associate director plan it; I am 

responsible for planning check-in for the 800+ new students we welcome that day. The director 

and associate director plan all the student events that they attend after my team checks them in. 

I had considered starting my leave early and taking a week off before my surgery, but my 

associate director had her baby a number of weeks early, so she wasn’t going to be there to help 

with First Days. Since I had planned my surgery for Sept. 10th, I thought working would be a 

good distraction for me. Opening weekend is always Labor Day, so I worked that Sunday and the 

Tuesday after Labor Day. I worked from home Wednesday and then on Thursday, Jeff and I 

went away to Meredith, NH for a couple days.  

As we were preparing to leave on Thursday, I was tidying up the kitchen and went 

through the mail. I opened an envelope from Anthem, my insurance carrier, and had another 

metric meltdown. My surgery was only days away and the letter I read was informing me that I 

had failed to return documents authorizing my leave of absence. I wasn’t approved for leave. I 

promptly picked up the phone and called the number provided.  

Greetings were exchanged; I was gulping tears so I wouldn’t sound like an over 

emotional middle-aged woman, although I was. “Yeah, I got assurance from my Human 



Resources Department that my leave was authorized. Why is it in jeopardy now? What 

happened?” 

“Mrs. Dionne, I’m not trying to upset you, but we haven’t received any of the forms that were 

mailed out weeks ago.” 

He listed the names of the forms that were included in the replacement packet I had in 

front of me.  

“I never got that first packet you mailed.” 

“You’re telling me you never received the paperwork we sent?” 

“Yes, or I would have been on top of this.” I stood at the island in the kitchen and began to pace 

between there and the TV room. My heart pounding; my mouth had dried up again.  

“Ok Mrs. Dionne. We can get the claim processed today and get your leave approved if you can 

fill out and return the forms I’ll go over with you.” 

“I don’t have a fax machine. How can I return them?” As I’m saying this, I was trying to imagine 

going to my office and faxing forms to my insurance carrier although I was already on a medical 

leave. My face not supposed to be seen on campus.  

“If you have a smart phone, you can take pictures and e-mail them to me. Can you do that?” He 

spoke to me like he was trying to sooth an irritable toddler.  

“Yes, yes I can to that,” I said, starting a feel back in control.  

“Ok, good. There are two other forms in the packet that your doctor needs to sign and return to 

finalize the leave, but the rest you can do today. Are you ready? I will walk you through this.” 



He went through all forms. I jotted notes on the ones I needed to finish when we hung up. 

I put a sticky note on the ones that Dr. Simmons needed to sign and return.  

“Are you all set?”  

“Yes, I’ll get it taken care of today.” I hung up and completed the ones I could, took pictures of 

them, and e-mailed them to Anthem. We drove to the hotel on the lake, feeling a bit at ease-ish.  

The town of Meredith is the consummate resort town, sitting on the banks of Lake 

Winnipesauke. It turns into a ghost town after Labor Day. Even some of the restaurants close. 

Jeff, myself, and about 12 other people had the town to ourselves.  

We checked in and went to our room. Walking in, we were greeted by a corner fieldstone 

fireplace at the far end of the room. After gapping at the fireplace, we walked past the bathroom 

and put our bags down, turned the corner and was greeted by a gigantic bed. It was adorned with 

an overstuffed comforter. The headboard and footboard were made with birch trees; so rustic. 

There was a sitting area with two leather club chairs in front of the fireplace, I sat in one and 

looked at the TV cabinet above the mantel. 

The carpet was burgundy, and knotty pine walls continued throughout the suite. I got up 

from the chair and passed in front of the bed, walking to sliders which opened onto a balcony 

that had a semi-obstructed view of the lake. By obstructed, I meant I had to look through some 

beautiful flowering bushes to see it; a blocked view, but still lovely.  

I struggled with the door, it was stick with humidity. Jeff came up behind me and hugged 

me, “I’ll get that,” and popped it open.  

We walked out on the deck and looked at the lake through the flowers.  



“I can take this for a couple days,” I said as I leaned over, my head on his shoulder. “I’m 

hungry. Want to head to dinner?” 

He nodded and we headed to the dining room. We dined with about four other people and 

were given a table for two situated next to a window that overlooked the lake.  

Heading into surgery, I had decided not to drink. I’m not a big drinker, but I like wine 

with my dinner when I dine out. My doctor never told me not to drink, but I wanted to make sure 

I was as clean and ready as I could be for this procedure. Alcohol was off my list and lots of 

greens and healthy food were consciously added to my personal menu.  

The view from the dining room was gorgeous. It looked out over the harbor, and I could 

see the water in all directions from my vantage point. There were boats in and out of the town 

docks, but not at the normal summer clip. I relaxed and savored my meal.  

After we ate, we decided to go explore the little harbor town. As it was September, it was 

already getting dark by 7:30 pm. We exited the hotel and walked to the town docks and board 

walk. We were a bit underwhelmed when it took us less than five minutes to find the end of 

town.  

“What do you want to do now?” I looked at Jeff when we got to the restaurant that marked the 

end of our walk.  

“Dunno. Is there anything else up the road?” 

“Maybe we should wait and walk up there in the light. Want to just go back to the hotel and 

swim?”  

“Sure.” 



We took a meandering path back through the park that sits on the banks of the lake. There were a 

couple random sculptures peppered along it. We couldn’t read plaques on them in the dark. 

Returning to our rooms, I began to feel crummy. Probably a rich dinner or nerves from the day, 

or a combination of both, but we just decided to stay in. I had awful heartburn and my stomach 

hurt, so I decided to get in my PJs and climbed into our giant bed. Jeff got a drink at the bar and 

brought it back to the room. We watched TV and called it an early night.  

That bed hugged me, feeling engulfed by on overstuffed mattress topper and the worlds 

coziest comforter. Burrito-town dreams! As I lay floating in feathers and memory foam, I rolled 

on my left side and allowed myself to entertain the idea of what it would be like to try to sleep 

with staples in my head. I quickly threw that trash out before it stunk up my magical bed and 

drifted off.  

The next morning we decided to shower and dress before breakfast. As I was shampooing 

that morning, I look a really long time scrubbing my head and wondered how I was going to do 

that after surgery. Also, how will my head feel after? Will it ever be normal again; smooth? Will 

it be sensitive? Will I have to wait weeks to wash my hair? I made a mental note to ask my 

doctor these questions before surgery. I rinsed my hair and let the water run over me. I didn’t feel 

like crying, not upset at all, just curious. Although I did feel a little scratch in my chest as I 

contemplated my post-surgery head.  

“Go away Abyss,” I muttered to myself as I stepped out of the shower.  

Jeff and I explored the town by daylight after we ate. We discovered that it did indeed 

end at the terminus of the boardwalk, sort of, as the retail district took a sharp left and went up 



the road. There were a few shops up top – a winery, stationary, antiques, and a couple 

restaurants. The winery piqued our interest.  

Although I had sworn off drinking, I decided surgery was still four days away, and I 

hadn’t had a drop to drink in weeks. Also, I was only going to do a tasting, so I knew I wouldn’t 

drink a lot. I really wanted to just have fun, not worry, and relax, so we went in.  

We tried five different wines, bought a mixed case, and the few sips I had thoroughly 

relaxed me. We brought the wine back to our room and walked down to the water. On the end of 

the dock that runs along the bank of the lake is a gazebo. It’s octagon and made from large, 

oversized split rail round logs. There were live edges on some of the boards and the seats built 

into the sides of the covered structured.  

We sat down. I sat facing him and looked over his shoulder at the mountains on the 

distant horizon.  

“You think that’s Gunstock up there?” I said pointing. Gunstock was the nearest ski area to the 

lake.  

“Probably. It’s pretty close to here.” He turned around to look. He has better distance vision that 

me. I thought maybe he could see the trails on the mountain, but it was a bit hazy.  

We sat in silence for a bit, enjoying it, and I listened to the lapping of the water. After a 

couple minutes I looked towards Gunstock again and saw something in the water.  

“Is that a tiki boat?” I said and jumped up.  

He spun around and looked. He weren’t sure what was approaching through the channel, 

but as we stood and watched, we saw that it indeed was a tiki boat. There were two people and a 



driver aboard, and they waved as they floated by. It took about 20 minutes for them to pass us, 

turn, and exit the channel. We watched the entire time. I loved the distraction. When we sat back 

down I turned to him.  

“Are you scared?”  

He looked up from the water. “Not really. Dr. Simmons made the operation sound easy.” 

I looked incredulous. “You’re not the least bit worried about me? I’m so afraid I won’t come 

back to you. I mean like, I will live, but I might come back changed. He’s fussing around up 

there,” I said, pointing to my head a screwing up my face. “What if he crosses a wire or touches 

something he’s not supposed to. What if I’m not me when I wake up?” 

“I hadn’t thought about that. I only think that you’re strong and you’re taking extra care of 

yourself. You’re trying to stay positive. I’ve been thinking about that. I won’t say I’m not a little 

afraid. But I don’t think about that.” 

I don’t know why I asked him that. Did I want him to be afraid too? I feel like it was 

probably better that he was being brave for me so I could remember to. I guess I asked him 

because if he was afraid then I knew he cared. Did he not care because he wasn’t afraid? I knew 

he loved me and cared that I was going through this. Did fear confirm love? It shouldn’t be a 

qualifier. In the grand scheme of things, it didn’t matter whether he was afraid. He loved me and 

believed I would be OK. I had to believe that too.  

 


